SPECIFICATION

Press
SP-155

Laundry Press
MODEL

IMLP-U51

MODEL

IMDC-M19

Height of buck-padded

41”

Height (Closed)

Length of buck-unpadded

51”

Width of machine

Width of buck-unpadded

14”

Depth of machine

47-1/2”

Width of machine

57”

Steam inlet

1/2” npt

Depth of machine

40-1/2”

Steam outlet

Steam inlet

1/2” npt

Vacuum outlet

1-1/4” npt

1/2” npt

Steam Consumption@80PSIG

9.0 kg./HK

Steam outlet
Vacuum outlet
Net weight

MODEL

1-1/4” npt

48.5”
36-1/4”

1/2” npt

Net weight

600 LBS

804 LBS

IMLP-CC

MODEL

IMLP-U42

Height of buck-padded

41”

Height of buck-padded

Length of buck-unpadded

44”

Length of buck-unpadded

42”

Width of buck-unpadded

11”

Width of buck-unpadded

12-1/4”

Width of machine

45”

Width of machine

47-1/4”

Depth of machine

44”

Depth of machine

40-1/4”

1/2” npt

Steam inlet

1/2” npt

1/2” npt

Steam outlet

Steam inlet
Steam outlet
Vacuum outlet
Net weight

MODEL

1-1/4” npt
838 LBS

IMLP-M19

40”

1/2” npt

Vacuum outlet
Net weight

1-1/4” npt
705 LBS

MODEL

IMDC U47

Height of buck-padded

40”

Height of buck-padded

Length of buck-unpadded

21”

Length of buck-unpadded

44”

Width of buck-unpadded

10-1/2”

Width of buck-unpadded

18-1/2”

Width of machine

36-1/4”

Width of machine

62-1/2”

Depth of machine

42-1/4”

Depth of machine

42-1/4”

Steam inlet

1/2” npt

Steam inlet

1/2” npt

Steam outlet

1/2” npt

Steam outlet

Vacuum outlet
Net weight

SP-185

Dry Cleaning Press

1-1/4” npt
573 LBS

41”

1/2” npt

Vacuum outlet
Net weight

1-1/4” npt
816 LBS

Specification of design is subject to change without notice.
For additional options please consult factory and distributor.
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Laundry & Dry Cleaning Press

Central Steam Laundry

Dry Cleaning Press
IMDC-M19

IMLP-U51

A perfect addition to almost any wearing-apparel unit. This 51" laundry press
finishes a wide variety of items including dresses, smocks, pants and aprons.
It will deliver years of fast and reliable service.

- Two separate cylinders - one to close the head and the other to apply
pressure. This keeps the efficiency of each cylinder at maximum for
the longest possible time.
- A dual hydraulic check cushions head opening and closing motions to
reduce noise and vibration.
- Firmly padded buck made of steel wool, two flannel pads and a tough
cotton cloth cover.
- Extra-large rectangular color-coded buttons provide ease of operation
and maximum operator convenience.

COLLAR - CUFF - AND - YOKE - PRESS

IMLP-CC

The easy-to-use press finishes the shirt collar and
one cuff in a single operation, and the yoke and remaining
cuff in a second operation. The unit boasts many of the
same high-performance features found in the lay-down
bosom-and-body press.

This mushroom laundry press is ideal for finishing tapered
areas, yokes, small areas of dresses, short sleeves and other
hard-to-reach parts.
- Two separate cylinders - one to close the head and the other to apply
pressure. This keeps the efficiency of each cylinder at maximum for
the longest possible time.
- A dual hydraulic check cushions head opening and closing motions to
reduce noise and vibration.
- Firmly padded buck made of steel wool, two flannel pads and a tough
cotton cloth cover.
- Extra-large, rectangular, color-coded buttons provide ease of
operation and maximum operator convenience.

A perfect addition to almost any wearing - apparel unit,
this 42" Dryclean press finishes of wide variety of items
including dresses, smocks, pants, and aprons.
It will deliver years of fast and reliable service.

IMDC-U42

- A dual hydraulic check cushion head
- Extra-large, rectangular color-coded buttons
- Two separate cylinders - one to close the head,
and another to apply pressure
- Firmly padded buck made of steel wool, two flannel pads.

IMLP-M19
- Two separate cylinders - one to close the head and the other to apply
pressure. This keeps the efficiency of each cylinder at maximum for
the longest possible time.
- A dual hydraulic check cushions head opening and closing motions to
reduce noise and vibration.
- Firmly padded buck made of steel wool, two flannel pads and a tough
cotton cloth cover.
- Extra-large, rectangular, color-coded buttons provide ease of
operation and maximum operator convenience.

The IMAGE press model IMDC-U47 standard head steam
press is well built, durable and simple to use with minimum
maintenance. The light and smooth actions allow the operator
to operate it more efficiently to increase productivity.

IMDC-U47

This patented IMAGE Press offers exclusive feature, which
provide a high quality finish to pant legs. The cutout allowing creasing
of an entire leg to proper height in one length.

-

47 inch Legger standard head
Construction head for lightness and ease of operation
Cast aluminum head for lightness and ease of operation
Heavy duty buck for durability
Wide head opening

